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THE RIGHT TO SUCCEED: THE
VALIDITY OF THE SUCCESSION
PROVISIONS IN THE 1987 RENT
STABILIZATION CODE
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1969, the New York City Council enacted the Rent Stabiliza-
tion Law (RSL).' The RSL supplemented the New York City Rent
Control Law (RCL)2 by helping to alleviate the housing emer-
I N.Y. UNCONSOL. LAW §§ 26-501-20 (McKinney 1987) [hereinafter RSL[. The New York
City Council enacted the RSL in response to the "serious public emergency," which existed
with respect to the housing of persons in New York City. Id. at § 26-501. The RSL pro-
vided for the regulation of rents, services, and evictions in housing accommodations con-
taining six or more dwelling units completed after February 1, 1947. Id. at § 26-504 (a) (1).
See also 8200 Realty Corp. v. Lindsay, 27 N.Y.2d 124, 129, 261 N.E.2d 647, 649, 313
N.Y.S.2d 733, 736, appeal dismissed, 400 U.S. 962 (1970). The RSL was to be regulated by
an association of apartment owners, closely supervised by a city agency, and the association
was to enact "rules and regulations for the implementation" of the RSL. 8200 Realty Corp.,
27 N.Y.2d at 130-31, 261 N.E.2d at 650, 313 N.Y.S.2d at 737-38. The RSL also provided
for the establishment of a Rent Guidelines Board to set limitations on rent increases, and a
Conciliation and Appeals Board to hear and resolve complaints of landlords and tenants
concerning the RSL. Id. at 131, 261 N.E.2d at 650, 313 N.Y.S.2d at 738. The New York
City Council is authorized to enact the RSL when there exists a housing emergency, which
is classified as a vacancy rate of less than 5 percent, since the vacancy rate in New York
City in 1987 was 2.46 percent the City Council extended the RSL for an additional three
years in 1987. City Council Extends Laws on Rent Control, N.Y. Times, Mar. 23, 1988, at B2,
col. 2. The New York State Legislature agreed on June 14, 1989, to a "straight extension"
of the RSL, thereby keeping intact the existing Rent Stabilization Code, which provides
succession rights for the family members of the tenant of record in a rent stabilized apart-
ment. Verhovek, Albany Agrees To Extend Rent Control, N.Y. Times, June 15, 1989, at BI,
col. 5, B2, col. 6. Presently, there are approximately 950,000 apartments subject to the
RSL in New York City. See Peterson, Rent-Control Battle Looms in Albany, N.Y. Times, May
7, 1989, § 10 (Real Estate), at 1, col. 2, 18, col. 1. See generally Comment, The New York Rent
Stabilization Law Of 1969, 70 COLUM. L. REV. 156 (1970) (detailed discussion of RSL).
' N.Y. UNCONSOL. LAW §§ 26-401-15 (McKinney 1987) [hereinafter RCL]. RCL was en-
acted in 1962 in response to the severe housing shortage that resulted from World War I1.
Id. at § 26-401. The RCL set specific limits on rents and evictions in housing accommoda-
tions completed prior to February 1, 1947. Id. at § 26-403 (2)(h). See also Amsterdam-
Manhattan, Inc. v. City Rent and Rehabilitation Admin., 43 Misc. 2d 889, 890, 252
N.Y.S.2d 758, 760 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County) (upheld validity of RCL), affd, 21 App. Div. 2d
965, 252 N.Y.S.2d 395 (1st Dep't 1964), affd, 15 N.Y.2d 1014, 207 N.E.2d 616, 260
N.Y.S.2d 23 (1965). See generally Note, Residential Rent Control in New York City, 3 COIUM.
J.L. & Soc. PRoBS. 30 (1967) (detailed discussion of RCL).
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gency that existed in New York City' In order to implement the
RSL and to further the rights of tenants, the RSL provided for
the promulgation of a Rent Stabilization Code (RSC).' Under the
One main difference between the RCL and the RSL is that the RCL is regulated entirely
by a city agency, while the RSL is regulated by an association of apartment owners, super-
vised by a city agency. 8200 Realty Corp., 27 N.Y.2d at 129-30, 261 N.E.2d at 650, 313
N.Y.S.2d at 736. Furthermore, the RCL has been interpreted to provide succession rights
for a tenant's family members. See Herzog v. Joy, 74 App. Div. 2d 372, 376, 428 N.Y.S.2d
1, 3-4 (1st Dep't 1980) (granted succession rights to tenant's sister who resided in rent
controlled apartment), affd, 53 N.Y.2d 821, 422 N.E.2d 582, 439 N.Y.S.2d 922 (1981).
But see Sullivan v. Brevard Assocs., 66 N.Y.2d 489, 494, 488 N.E.2d 1208, 1211, 498
N.Y.S.2d 96, 99 (1985) (held succession rights do not exist in rent stabilized apartments). It
is noted that the RCL, regulated by a city agency, provided for succession rights, while the
RSL, regulated by an association of apartment owners, did not provide for succession
rights. See Festa v. Leshen, 145 App. Div. 2d 49, 52-53, 537 N.Y.S.2d 147, 150 (1st Dep't
1989).
3 RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-501. The New York City Council found that the housing
emergency that existed in 1969, which mandated the enactment of the RSL, continued to
exist in 1985, and believed it would continue to exist after April 1, 1985. Id. at § 26-502.
New York City continues to be suffering an emergency in the housing of persons accord-
ing to the most recent triennial Housing and Vacancy Report, which shows the vacancy
rate in 1987 for New York City to be 2.46 percent. See Finder, All You'd Want to Know
About Housing in New York, N.Y. Times, July 8, 1988, at B3 col. 2. While the 1987 vacancy
rate of 2.46 percent in New York City is an increase over the 2.04 percent vacancy rate in
1984, it should be noted that the increase is due mostly to vacancies in apartments renting
for more than seven hundred and fifty dollars per month. Id. The 1987 vacancy rate for
rental units costing less than three hundred dollars per month was 0.96 percent and rental
units costing between three hundred and three hundred ninety-nine dollars was 2.15 per-
cent. Id. It is also important to note that while the vacancy report showed that approxi-
mately 37,000 new apartment units were added to New York's stock between 1984-1987,
most of them were for sale and not rent, and in fact there was actually a decrease of 8,700
rental units in New York City in 1987. See DePalma, A Healthier Tone in The Rental Market,
N.Y. Times, Sept. 4, 1988, § 10 (Real Estate), at 8, col. 3. Furthermore, rents in regulated
apartments have increased at a faster rate than inflation, and as a result the working class
in New York City are being priced out of their apartments. Id. at 8, col. 5.
' See 8200 Realty Corp., 27 N.Y.2d at 130, 261 N.E.2d at 650, 313 N.Y.S.2d at 737. The
Real Estate Industry Stabilization Association, a group made up of apartment owners, was
to adopt a Rent Stabilization Code (RSC) to implement the RSL. Id. at 130, 261 N.E.2d at
650, 313 N.Y.S.2d at 737. The RSC adopted by this Association was "to provide safe-
guards against unreasonably high rent increases and, in general, protect tenants and the
public interest .. " RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-51 l(c)(1). See Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at
53, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 150 (same). See also Comment, Emergency Tenant Protection In New York:
Ten Years of Rent Stabilization, 7 FORDHAM URB. LJ. 305, 310-11 (1978-79) (RSC adopted to
protect tenants and promote public interest).
In 1985, the New York Legislature divested the Real Estate Industry Stabilization Asso-
ciation of all its authority under the RSL, and delegated that authority, including the
power to amend the RSC, to the New York State Division of Housing and Community
Renewal (DHCR), however, the existing RSC continued in effect. See Two Assocs. v.
Brown, 127 App. Div. 2d 173, 181, 513 N.Y.S.2d 966, 970-71 (1st Dep't), appeal dismissed,
70 N.Y.2d 792, 516 N.E.2d 1219, 522 N.Y.S.2d 106 (1987): East Four-Forty Assocs. v.
Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d 235, 244, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204, 209 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988);
RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-511.
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express mandate of the RSL, the RSC included a provision requir-
ing owners of rent stabilized apartments to grant tenants a re-
newal lease 5 for a one or two year term at the tenants' option.6
While the RSL and the RSC did not specifically provide7 for suc-
cession rights,' the agency responsible for administering the RSL
RSL, at § 26-511 sets forth the procedural requirements necessary for DHCR to amend
the RSC:
Such code [RSC] may be amended from time to time, provided, however, that no
such amendments shall be promulgated except by action of the commissioner of the
division of housing and community renewal and provided further, that prior to the
adoption of any such amendments, the commissioner shall (i) submit the proposed
amendments to the commissioner of the department of housing preservation and
development and allow such commissioner thirty days to make comments or recom-
mendations on the proposed amendments, (ii) review the comments or recommenda-
tions, if any, made pursuant to clause (i) of this subdivision and make any revisions to
the proposed amendments which the commissioner of the division of housing and
community renewal deems appropriate provided that any such review and revision
shall be completed within thirty days of receipt of such comments or recommenda-
tions and (iii) thereafter hold a public hearing on the proposed amendments. No
provision of such code shall impair or diminish any right or remedy granted to any party by
this law or any other provision of law.
Id. (emphasis added).
' See N.Y. UNCONSOL. LAW § 2520.6(h) (McKinney 1987) [hereinafter RSC]. The RSC
defines renewal lease as: "[alny extension of a tenant's lawful occupancy of a housing ac-
commodation pursuant to section 2523.5 of this Title (Notice for renewal of lease and
renewal procedure)." Id. The other type of lease in a rent stabilized apartment is a vacancy
lease defined as: "[t]he first lease or rental agreement for a housing accommodation that is
entered into between an owner and a tenant." Id. at § 2520.6 (g). One major difference
between a renewal lease and a vacancy lease is that the rent increase a landlord is permitted
under a vacancy lease is greater than the rent increase under a renewal lease. E.g., New
Rent Guidelines Permit 6% and 9% Increases, 12% Vacancy Allowance, N.Y. APART. L. INSIDER,
July 1988, at I (discussing rent increases permitted in rent stabilized apartments).
6 RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-511 (c)(4). See Sullivan, 66 N.Y.2d at 494, 488 N.E.2d at
1210, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 98 (RSL mandated RSC include provision requiring owner to offer
renewal lease to tenant of record at tenants option); Two Assocs., 127 App. Div. 2d at 180,
513 N.Y.S.2d at 970 (RSC had to require owner to offer renewal lease to tenant of record
for RSC to be adopted).
' See Herzog v. Joy, 74 App. Div. 2d 372, 428 N.Y.S.2d 1 (1st Dep't 1980), affd, 53
N.Y.2d 821, 422 N.E.2d 582, 439 N.Y.S.2d 922 (1981). It is worth noting that the RCL
also does not specifically provide for succession rights, however, the courts have inter-
preted the broad language and remedial nature of the RCL to imply succession rights to
the tenant's family members in rent controlled apartments. Id. at 376, 428 N.Y.S.2d at 3-4.
' See When Can Relative of Vacating Tenant Renew the Lease?, N.Y. APART. L. INSIDER, May
1987, at 4. The article defined succession rights as the right of a person, who resides with
the tenant of record, to receive a renewal lease for the rent stabilized apartment where the
tenant of record had died or vacated the apartment. Id. E.g., Kennedy, Families' Apartment-
Lease Rights Upheld, N.Y. Times, Jan. 22, 1989, § 1, at 24, col. 3 (same); Oser, Passing On
Apartments To Relatives, N.Y. Times, Apr. 13, 1986, § 13, at 6, col. I (same). Recently, the
issue of succession rights in rent stabilized apartments has been the subject of heated de-
bate. See Barron, Tax Break Measure Gains in Albany, N.Y. Times, May 25, 1988, at B5, col.
4 (tenants rally in favor of broad succession rights at state capitol); Barron, Landlords Rally
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determined that succession rights would be granted to the occu-
pant of a rent stabilized apartment on a case-by-case basis.9
In 1985, the New York Court of Appeals considered, for the
first time, the issue of whether the RSL or the RSC provided for
succession rights in Sullivan v. Brevard Associates.10 The Sullivan
court opined that neither the RSL nor the RSC, on their face,"
could be construed to provide for succession rights,1 2 and there-
to Protest Rent Laws, N.Y. Times, May 18, 1988, at B2, col. 1 (landlords opt for succession
rights for "widows and orphans," but no one else). See generally Note, All in the Family:
Succession Rights and Rent Stabilized Apartments, 53 BROOKLYN L. REV. 213 (1987) (discussing
succession rights in rent stabilized apartments).
' See Festa v. Leshen, 145 App. Div. 2d 49, 53, 537 N.Y.S.2d 147, 150 (1st Dep't 1989).
The Conciliation and Appeals Board, the agency which was responsible for the administra-
tion of the RSL, in ruling on whether a tenant's family member was entitled to succeed to
the lease when the tenant of record had died or vacated the apartment, considered
whether the landlord had consented to his occupancy, if the landlord had consented then
the Board would grant the family member a renewal lease. Id. at 53, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 150.
The Board's rulings on the succession rights of the family members of the tenants were
upheld by the courts. See, e.g., Concord Properties v. CAB, N.Y.L.J., Feb. 2, 1983, at 11,
col. 1 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1983) (dismissed petition challenging Board's ruling on succes-
sion rights); 310 Assocs. v. CAB, N.Y.L.J., Dec 24, 1981, at 6, col. 6 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County
1981) (same).
In 1983, pursuant to the Omnibus Housing Act, the New York State Legislature trans-
ferred the responsibility of administering the RSL and the RSC from the Conciliation and
Appeals Board to DHCR. See Two Assocs., 127 App. Div. 2d at 181, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 970-
71; East Four-Forty Assocs. v. Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d 235, 241, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204, 207 (Sup.
Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988); Ch. 403 § 3, [1983] N.Y. Laws 698 (McKinney). DHCR has
continued to apply the case-by-case analysis to determine whether a family member is enti-
tled to succeed to a lease in a rent stabilized apartment. Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 54, 537
N.Y.S.2d at 150. See also Note, supra note 8, at 222-23 (author noted DHCR applied case-
by-case analysis to determine whether succession rights should be granted); Oser, Making
the Tenant the Renter, N.Y. Times, Mar. 8, 1987, at 6, col. 3 (author noted administrative
agency responsible for RSL determined succession rights on case-by-case basis).
'0 66 N.Y.2d 489, 488 N.E.2d 1208, 498 N.Y.S.2d 96 (1985). The issue before the Sulli-
van court was whether the tenant of record's sister, who resided in the rent stabilized
apartment, was entitled to a renewal lease in her own name after the tenant of record had
vacated the apartment. Id. at 491-92, 488 N.E.2d at 1209, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 97.
" See Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 57-58, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 153 (Sullivan court interpreted
RSL and RSC as they existed in 1985 without succession provisions); Lesser v. Park 65
Realty Corp., 140 App. Div. 2d 169, 172, 527 N.Y.S.2d 787, 789-90 (1st Dep't 1988) (Sul-
livan court interpreted RSL and RSC prior to amendments which granted succession
rights); NCL Realty v. Sunga, N.Y.L.J., May 31, 1988, at 21, col. 2, 23, col. 5 (Sup. Ct.
App. T. 2d Dep't May 25, 1988) (Sullivan court did not have succession provisions before
them when they decided case).
"2 Sullivan, 66 N.Y.2d 489, 488 N.E.2d 1205, 498 N.Y.S.2d 96 (1985). In support of this
finding, the court stated that neither the RSL nor the RSC provided a definition for "ten-
ant" leaving only the lease definition for "tenant," and noted that under the RSC the
landlord is required to offer a renewal lease only to the "tenant." Id. at 492-94, 488
N.E.2d at 1209-10, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 97-98. The Sullivan court recognized that succession
rights have been implied under the RCL, but stated that it was due to the broad definition
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fore held that a family member had no right to a renewal lease in
a rent stabilized apartment. s If the tenant of record either died
or vacated the apartment, Sullivan enabled the landlord to deny
that tenant's family members who resided in the rent stabilized
apartment a renewal lease and to evict them.14
In response to the harshness of the Sullivan decision, the New
York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR)
issued Emergency Operational Bulletin No. 85-1 (Bulletin).15 The
Bulletin expressly granted succession rights to a tenant's family
members who had resided in the rent stabilized apartment for a
specified period of time. 6 However, the Appellate Division, First
of "tenant" (i.e. "tenant, subtenant, lessee, sublessee, or other person entitled to the pos-
session or to the use or occupancy of any housing accommodation") in the RCL. Id. at 492-
93, 488 N.E.2d at 1209-10, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 97-98. The court further noted the RSL was
intended to be a "less onerous" form of rent regulation in comparison to the RCL. Id. at
494, 488 N.E.2d at 1211, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 99 (citing 8200 Realty Corp. v. Lindsay, 27
N.Y.2d 124, 136-37, 261 N.E.2d 647, 654, 313 N.Y.S.2d 733, 742-43). Upon these find-
ings, the Sullivan court held that in the absence of a broad definition of "tenant" in the
RSL and the RSC, succession rights would not be implied where none were found. Id. at
493-95, 488 N.E.2d at 1210-11, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 98-99. But see Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d at 251,
527 N.Y.S.2d at 213-14 (Parness, J., dissenting). Justice Parness noted the anomaly of de-
termining the existence of succession rights in rent stabilized apartments upon whether the
RSL or the RSC provided for a definition of "tenant." Id. at 251, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 213-14.
13 Sullivan, 66 N.Y.2d at 495, 488 N.E.2d at 1211, 498 N.Y.S.2d at 99.
" See Lesser, 140 App. Div. 2d at 172, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 790 (Sullivan decision used as
predicate to large number of evictions in rent stabilized apartments); Two Assocs. v.
Brown, 127 App. Div. 2d 173, 178, 513 N.Y.S.2d 966, 968 (1st Dep't) (possibly thousands
of evictions resulting from Sullivan decision), appeal dismissed, 70 N.Y.2d 792, 516 N.E.2d
1219, 522 N.Y.S.2d 106 (1987); NCL Realty, N.Y.L.J., May 31, 1988, at 23, col. 6 (widows
and orphans may be evicted from apartments as result of Sullivan decision). See also Note,
supra note 8, at 227. The author stated "[wihere a husband-father signs a lease in his name
alone, as is often the case, and then dies, the widow and children, as non-signatories to the
lease, would have no legal right to a renewal" lease as a consequence of the Sullivan deci-
sion. Id.
" See Press Release issued by DHCR, Dec. !1, 1985, at 1. See also Lesser, 140 App. Div.
2d at 172, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 790 (Bulletin needed because Sullivan may foster large number
of evictions); Two Assocs., 127 App. Div. 2d at 179, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 969 (DHCR issued.
Bulletin due to fear of arbitrary and capricious evictions resulting from Sullivan); Collins v.
Next West Management, Inc., 137 Misc. 2d 632, 636, 520 N.Y.S.2d 982, 985 (Sup. Ct.
N.Y. County 1987) (Bulletin issued in direct response to Sullivan).
s See NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL, Emergency Oper-
ational Bulletin 85-1, December 10, 1985. The Bulletin provided that an owner must offer a
renewal lease to an immediate family member (defined as "husband, wife, son, daughter,
stepson, stepdaughter, father, mother") upon the tenant of record's death or departure, if
that family member primarily resided in the rent stabilized apartment from the commence-
ment of the lease or the beginning of the relationship. Id. The Bulletin also provided that
an owner must offer an option of first refusal to a new lease for the apartment to a non-
immediate family member (defined as "brother, sister, nephew, niece, uncle, aunt, grandfa-
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Department, in Two Associates v. Brown 17 declared the Bulletin in-
valid for two reasons: 1) DHCR exceeded its authority to adminis-
ter the RSL by granting the right to a renewal lease to a new class
of persons;18 and 2) DHCR did not satisfy the procedural require-
ments necessary for an amendment to the RSC.19
On May 1, 1987, several weeks after the court's decision in Two
Associates, a newly amended RSC (1987 RSC) went into effect.2"
The 1987 RSC includes provisions which grant succession rights
to a tenant's family members in a rent stabilized apartment,"1 pro-
vided certain criteria are satisfied.22 Under the 1987 RSC, a ten-
ther, grandmother, grandson, granddaughter, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law,
daughter-in-law") if the family member primarily resided in the apartment from the com-
mencement of the lease or the beginning of the relationship. Id. See also Note, supra note
8, at 228-30. The author noted that under the Bulletin, family members of the tenant of
record could avoid an unexpected eviction made permissible by the Court of Appeals' deci-
sion in Sullivan. Id. at 228. Prior to the issuance of the Bulletin, a statutory right to succeed
to a lease in a rent stabilized apartment was non-existent; DHCR, however, had an infor-
mal rule under which an immediate family member would be granted a renewal lease upon
the death or vacancy of the tenant of record provided the family member resided in the
rent stabilized apartment for a period of more than six months. Id. at 222-23.
11 127 App. Div. 2d 173, 513 N.Y.S.2d 966 (1st Dep't), appeal dismissed, 70 N.Y.2d 792,
516 N.E.2d 1219, 522 N.Y.S.2d 106 (1987).
18 Id. at 184, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 972. The court in Two Assocs. stated: "[t]he Commissioner
of the DHCR exceeded his power to administer the Rent Stabilization Law by in effect
legislating a new class of persons entitled to a renewal lease." Id. at 184, 513 N.Y.S.2d at
972. DHCR argued that its "broad authority" to effectuate the purpose of the RSL gave it
the power to promulgate the Bulletin. Id. at 181, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 971. However, the court
determined that DHCR could only further the implementation of existing law and could
not create new laws. Id. at 181-82, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 971. The court in Two Assocs. held that
DHCR did not have such broad unilateral power enabling it to issue the Bulletin and thus
invalidated the Bulletin. Id. at 183-84, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 972.
" See id. at 184, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 972-73. The court agreed with the Commissioner of
DHCR that DHCR has the power to amend the RSC to grant succession rights, however,
the court stated that this power is contingent upon DHCR's following of prescribed proce-
dural requirements. Id. at 184, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 972-73. The court concluded that DHCR
did not comply with the procedural requirements in the issuance of the Bulletin, and there-
fore invalidated the Bulletin and applied the holding of Sullivan, that only the tenant of
record may renew the lease. Id. at 185, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 973. See also supra note 4.
0 RSC, supra note 5, at §§ 2520-30. The Legislature delegated to DHCR the broad
authority to adopt amendments to the RSC which "protect tenants and the public inter-
est." See RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-511 (c)(1).
" See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2523.5 (b)(1), (2). Family member is defined in the 1987
RSC as: "a husband, wife, son, daughter, stepson, stepdaughter, father, mother, stepfather,
stepmother, brother, sister, nephew, niece, uncle, aunt, grandfather, grandmother, grand-
son, granddaughter, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, or daughter-in-law of the ten-
ant or permanent tenant." Id. at § 2520.6 (o).
22 See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2523.5 (b)(1), (2) which provides:
(1) Except where occupancy is restricted by income limitations pursuant to state or
federal law or other requirements of governmental agencies, if an offer is made to
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ant of record's family member who resided primarily in the rent
stabilized apartment from the inception of the lease or the com-
mencement of his or her relationship with the tenant of record is
entitled to a renewal lease, in his or her own name, in the event
the tenant of record vacates the apartment.2" The 1987 RSC de-
lineates certain exceptions wherein the above mentioned resi-
dency requirements are not deemed to be interrupted. 4 Further-
the tenant pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (a) and such tenant has vacated
the housing accommodation, any member of such tenant's family, as defined in sub-
division (o) of section 2520.6 of this Title, who has resided in the housing accommo-
dation as a primary resident from the inception of the tenancy or commencement of
the relationship shall be entitled to be named as a party to the renewal lease.
Provided that the tenant's family member has resided in the housing accommoda-
tion as a primary resident from the inception of the tenancy or the commencement
of the relationship, the residency requirements set forth in this paragraph (1) shall
not be deemed to be interrupted by any period during which such family member
temporarily relocates from such housing accommodation because he or she:
(i) is engaged in active military duty;
(ii) is enrolled as a full time student;
(iii) is not in residence at the housing accommodation pursuant to a court order not
involving any term or provision of the lease, and not involving any grounds specified
in the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law;
(iv) is engaged in employment requiring temporary relocation from the housing
accommodation;
(v) is hospitalized for medical treatment; or
(vi) for such other reasonable grounds that shall be determined by the DHCR upon
application by the family member.
(2) In addition to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subdivision (b), if the
tenant is deceased at the expiration of the lease term, such tenant's family member
who has not resided in the housing accommodation since the inception of the ten-
ancy or commencement of the relationship, but who has been residing with such
tenant in the housing accommodation as a primary resident for a period of no less
than two (2) years immediately prior to the death of the tenant, or where such fam-
ily member is a senior citizen or disabled person as defined in subdivisions (p) and (q)
of section 2520.6 of this Title, for no less than one (1) year prior to the death of the
tenant, such family member sha!l be entitled to a renewal lease. The minimum peri-
ods of required residency set forth in this paragraph (2) shall not be deemed to be
interrupted where a family member is hospitalized for medical treatment during
such minimum period.
Id.
,3 See Festa v. Leshen, 145 App. Div. 2d 49, 54-55, 537 N.Y.S.2d 147, 151 (1st Dep't
1989) (granted renewal lease to vacated tenant's brother pursuant to 1987 RSC); cf East
Four-Forty Assocs. v. Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d 235, 242-43, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204, 208 (Sup. Ct.
App. T. 1st Dep't 1988) (denied renewal lease to deceased tenant's son by holding 1987
RSC's succession provisions invalid). See also RSC, supra note 5, at § 2523.5 (b)(1).
24 See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2523.5 (b)(1) (i)-(vi). The statute grants an allowance for
temporary interruptions in the residency requirements for: active military duty, full-time
student status, compliance with a court order not involving any term of the lease, tempo-
rary employment relocation, hospitalization for medical treatment, or any other ground
which DHCR shall deem reasonable. Id.
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more, the 1987 RSC grants succession rights to a tenant's family
member who resided in the rent stabilized apartment, as a pri-
mary resident, for no less than two years prior to the death of the
tenant of record or if the tenant's family member is a senior citi-
zen 25 or disabled person,' 6 no less than one year prior to the
death of the tenant of record. 7
The validity of the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC has
been questioned as a result of the conflicting decisions by New
York's lower courts and the absence of a definitive ruling by the
New York Court of Appeals on the issue. 8 It is suggested that the
succession provisions of the 1987 RSC are consistent with the pur-
pose of the RSL. It is further suggested that DHCR satisfied the
procedural requirements set forth by the RSL and properly
amended the RSC to provide for succession rights. In addition, it
U6 See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2520.6 (p) (senior citizen is person sixty-two years of age or
older).
26 See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2520.6 (q) which defines a disabled person as a person
"who has an impairment which results from anatomical, physiological or psychological con-
dition . . . which are demonstrable by medically acceptable . . . techniques." Id. These
impairments must be of a permanent nature and must prevent "such person from engaging
in any substantial gainful employment." Id. (emphasis added).
S7 See Lesser v. Park 65 Realty Corp., 140 App. Div. 2d 169, 173, 527 N.Y.S.2d 787,
790-91 (1st Dep't 1988) (grandson granted renewal lease, under 1987 RSC, after tenant of
record died); NCL Realty v. Sunga, N.Y.L.J., May 31, 1988, at 23, col. 5 (Sup. Ct. App. T.
2d Dep't May 25, 1988) (declared succession provisions in 1987 RSC valid and remanded
case for factual, determination as to entitlement of parent's of deceased tenant to renewal
lease). See also RSC, supra note 5, at § 2523.5 (b)(2).
" See Festa v. Leshen, 145 App. Div. 2d 49, 61, 537 N.Y.S.2d 147, 155 (1st Dep't 1989)
(held succession provisions in 1987 RSC valid); NCL Realty, N.Y.L.J., May 31, 1988, at 21,
col. 3 (same). But see Garay v. Blankroth, N.Y.L.J., Nov. 27, 1988, at 21, col. 1 (Sup. Ct.
App. T. 1st Dep't 1988) (held succession provisions of 1987 RSC invalid); East Four-Forty
Assocs. v. Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d 235, 248, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204, 212 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't
1988) (same). However, the final word as to the validity of the succession provisions in the
1987 RSC has yet to be spoken by the New York Court of Appeals, see Succession Rights,
N.Y. Times, Jan. 8, 1989 (Letter to Editor), § 10 (Real Estate), at 16, col. 6.
This Note will assume the necessity of rent regulation in New York City for the purpose
of discussing the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC, it is noted, however, that there are
arguments against the necessity for rent regulation. See C. BAIRD, RENT CONTROL: THE PER-
ENNIAL FOLLY (1980) (argued against rent regulation); Frey, Pommerehne, Schneider & Gil-
bert, Consensus and Dissension Among Economists, 74 AM. ECON. REV. 986, 987-91 (1984)
(same). But cf. Weitzman, Economics and Rent Regulation: A Call for a New Perspective, 13
N.Y.U. REV. L. & Soc. CHANGE 975 (1984-85) (argued for rent regulation); Comment, Emer-
gency Tenant Protection in New York: Ten Years Of Rent Stabilization, 7 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 305
(1979) (noted need for and flaws in present rent stabilization system). See generally Baar,
Guidelines for Drafting Rent Control Laws: Lessons of a Decade, 35 RUTGERS L. REV. 723 (1983)
(detailed discussion on rent regulation).
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is submitted that DHCR's amendments to the RSC do not violate
the separation of powers doctrine of the New York State Constitu-
tion as its critics suggest. It is therefore asserted that the succes-
sion provisions in the 1987 RSC are valid and binding upon the
owners of rent stabilized apartments in New York City. It is fur-
ther submitted that while the succession provisions in the 1987
RSC are valid, the inquiry concerning succession rights is not yet
complete. This Note will examine these issues and will conclude
by focusing upon the effects and shortcomings of the succession
provisions in the 1987 RSC.
II. THE JUDICIAL DETERMINATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE
SUCCESSION PROVISIONS IN THE 1987 RSC
To date, the highest court in New York State to address the
issue of the validity of the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC
is the Appellate Division, First Department, in Festa v. Leshen."9
Festa involved a holdover proceeding against a tenant who had va-
cated his rent stabilized apartment and his brother who continued
to reside in the apartment." The Festa court addressed whether
the tenant of record's brother was entitled to a renewal lease
under the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC. 1
The Appellate Division began its analysis by setting forth the
11 145 App. Div. 2d 49, 537 N.Y.S.2d 147 (1st Dep't 1989).
30 Id. at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 148. In November 1977, Gary Leshen signed the lease to
the petitioners' rent stabilized apartment and moved into the apartment with his brother
Joel. Id. at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 148. The brothers lived together in the apartment until
February 1982 when Gary vacated the apartment; Gary, however, continued to pay rent
and sign the renewal leases for the apartment while Joel was the sole occupant of the apart-
ment. Id. at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 148. In January 1985, Joel began to pay the rent for the
apartment, and in January 1986 the petitioners commenced this holdover proceeding
against both brothers. Id. at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 149. The civil court held Joel was entitled
to possession of the apartment upon the theory that the petitioners had waived any objec-
tion to Joel's tenancy by accepting Joel's checks for the payment of the rent, see 132 Misc.
2d 804, 806-07, 505 N.Y.S.2d 538, 540 (N.Y.C. Civ. Ct. N.Y. County 1986). On appeal,
the Appellate Term granted possession to the landlord, see 138 Misc. 2d 399, 528
N.Y.S.2d 261 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988). The Appellate Term held the petitioners'
had not waived their right to object to Joel's tenancy by accepting his checks, and rejected
Joel's claim that he had the right to a renewal lease under the succession provisions in the
1987 RSC, by declaring those provisions invalid. Id. at 400, 528 N.Y.S.2d at 262. From the
order of the Appellate Term Joel Leshen appealed to this court. See Festa, 145 App. Div.
2d at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 148.
Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 50, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 148.
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proper standard of judicial review for determining the validity of
a regulation promulgated by an administrative agency.32 The
court emphasized that a regulation by an administrative agency
should not be invalidated unless its promulgation is so lacking in
reason as to be "essentially arbitrary."3 The court acknowledged
that the purpose of the RSL was to remedy the housing shortage
in New York City, 4 and that the RSC was adopted to effectuate
that purpose. 5 The Festa court also recognized the potential for
32 Id. at 55, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 151. The Festa court deferred to the standard of review set
forth in Ostrer v. Schenck, 41 N.Y.2d 782, 314 N.E.2d 1107, 396 N.Y.S.2d 335 (1977).
Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 55, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 151.
s3 Id. at 55, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 151. See Ostrer v. Schenck, 41 N.Y.2d at 786, 364 N.E.2d
at 1109, 396 N.Y.S.2d at 337. The Ostrer court noted the function of a court in reviewing
an administrative agency's regulation is a limited one, and that the burden is upon the
challenger of the regulation to establish that the regulation is "so lacking in reason for its
promulgation that it is essentially arbitrary." Id. at 786, 364 N.E.2d at 1109, 396 N.Y.S.2d
at 337 (citing Marburg v. Cole, 286 N.Y. 202, 212, 36 N.E.2d 113, 117 (1941)). The Ostrer
court stated that the judicial function is exhausted when a rational basis is found to support
the administrative agency's regulation. Id. at 786, 364 N.E.2d at 1109, 396 N.Y.S.2d at
337 (citing Mississippi Val. Barge Co. v. United States, 292 U.S. 282, 286-87 (1934)). See
also Stein v. Rent Guidelines Bd., 127 App. Div. 2d 189, 194-95, 514 N.Y.S.2d 222, 226
(1st Dep't) (applied rational basis standard to regulation promulgated by Rent Guidelines
Board) (citing Grossman v. Baumgartner, 17 N.Y.2d 345, 349, 218 N.E.2d 259, 262, 271
N.Y.S.2d 195, 199 (1966)), appeal denied, 70 N.Y.2d 603, 512 N.E.2d 551, 518 N.Y.S.2d
1025 (1987); Association of Com. Property Owners, Inc. v. Loft Bd., 118 App. Div. 2d
312, 314-15, 505 N.Y.S.2d 110, 111 (1st Dep't 1986) (court applied Ostrer standard in
reviewing regulation of administrative agency), affd, 71 N.Y.2d 915, 523 N.E.2d 824, 528
N.Y.S.2d 537 (1988).
The Appellate Division in Festa noted that an administrative agency may not promulgate
a regulation that is out of harmony with the governing statute's plain meaning. Festa, 145
App. Div. 2d at 55, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 151. See Trump-Equitable Fifth Ave. Co. v. Gliedman,
57 N.Y.2d 588, 595, 443 N.E.2d 940, 943, 457 N.Y.S.2d 466, 469 (1982). The court in
Trump-Equitable stated that an administrative agency in exercising its rule making authority
may not "extend the meaning of the statutory language to apply to situations not intended
to be embraced within the statute." Id. at 595, 443 N.E.2d at 943, 457 N.Y.S.2d at 469.
See also Lower Manhattan Loft Tenants v. Loft Bd., 104 App. Div. 2d 223, 225, 482
N.Y.S.2d 727, 728 (1st Dep't 1984), affd, 66 N.Y.2d 298, 487 N.E.2d 889, 496 N.Y.S.2d
979 (1985) (administrative agency may not promulgate rule inconsistent with governing
statute).
Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 51-53, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 149-50. See supra note 1-3 and
accompanying text; Comment, supra note 4, at 308. The Comment notes that the RSL was
enacted to prevent "exactions of unjust, unreasonable, and oppressive rents and rental
agreements . . . profiteering, speculation, and other disruptive practices" in the housing
market. Id. See also Peterson, supra note 1, at 18, col. 1. Richard L. Higgins, the Commis-
sioner of DHCR, stated that "[tihe fundamental purpose of rent regulation is to protect
those who would not otherwise be able to afford housing, particularly in a market with an
extraordinarily low vacancy rate .... " Id.
"' Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 53, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 150. See supra note 4 and accompany-
ing text.
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evictions of "spouses and children" 36 resulting from the Court of
Appeals' decision in Sullivan v. Brevard Associates." The First De-
partment concluded that DHCR acted rationally and within the
scope of its delegated authority as the administrative agency re-
sponsible for the RSL in promulgating the succession provisions in
the 1987 RSC. 8
The Festa court cited its earlier decision in Two Associates v.
Brown39 to support the finding that DHCR had properly amended
the RSC 4 0 In Two Associates, the Appellate Division implicitly rec-
ognized that DHCR may properly promulgate an amendment to
the RSC providing for succession rights by satisfying the proce-
dural requirements prescribed by the RSL.4 1 The court further
stated that although Sullivan held that succession rights do not ex-
ist under the RSL, it never intimated that succession rights were
3' Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 54, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 152. See supra note 14 and accompany-
ing text.
37 66 N.Y.2d 489, 488 N.E.2d 1208, 498 N.Y.S.2d 96 (1985). See Festa, 145 App. Div.
2d at 54, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 152. The Festa court reasoned that DHCR's promulgation of the
succession provisions in the 1987 RSC were a measured response to the perceived harsh-
ness of the Sullivan decision. Id. at 56, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 152. In preventing the harm of
wholesale evictions of family members, the succession provisions advanced the policy objec-
tive of the RSL, which is to protect tenants and to promote the public welfare. Id. at 56-57,
537 N.Y.S.2d at 152.
31 Id. at 61-62, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155.
11 127 App. Div. 2d 173, 513 N.Y.S.2d 966 (1st Dep't), appeal dismissed, 70 N.Y.2d 792,
516 N.E.2d 1219, 522 N.Y.S.2d 106 (1987).
" Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 60, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155.
I4 d. at 59-60, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 154-55. See supra note 19; Two Assocs., 127 App. Div. 2d
at 183, 513 N.Y.S. 2d at 971. The Appellate Division in Two Assocs. stated that "Ithe
Commissioner lof DHCR] may not so act [amend the RSC to provide for succession rights]
in the absence of a legislative amendment of the Law [RSLI or without properly moving to
amend the Code [RSC] as specified in the law [RSL]." Id. at 183, 513 N.YS. 2d 971 (empha-
sis added). The Festa court interpreted the above quoted passage in Two Assocs. to stand for
the proposition that DHCR may promulgate an amendment to the RSC providing for suc-
cession rights to a tenant's family member if the Legislature amended the RSL to provide
for such, "or" if DHCR satisfied the procedural requirements for amending the RSC, set
forth in the RSL. Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 59, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 154 (citing Two Assocs.
127 App. Div. 2d at 183, 513 N.Y.S.2d at 971). The court in Festa concluded that DHCR
had validly amended the RSC to grant succession rights to a tenant of record's family mem-
bers on the ground that DHCR satisfied all of the procedural requirements necessary for
an amendment to the RSC. Id. at 60-61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155. But see East Four-Forty
Assocs. v. Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d 235, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988).
The Appellate Term in Ewell interpreted the word "or" in the above passage from the
Appellate Division's decision in Two Assocs. as conjunctive, and held that absent an amend-
ment to the RSL by the Legislature providing for succession rights to the family members
of a tenant of record, DHCR lacked the authority to promulgate provisions providing for
succession rights in the RSC. Id. at 246-47, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 211.
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incompatible with the RSL nor that an amendment to the RSC
providing for succession rights would be invalid."2
The Festa court rejected petitioners' argument that the succes-
sion provisions in the 1987 RSC violated the express limitation of
the RSL; that the RSC may not "impair or diminish" any right or
remedy granted by the RSL or any other law."3 It stated that the
RSL's limitation on the RSC applied only to the impairment or
diminishment of rights or remedies specifically granted by the
RSL or any other law."' The First Department concluded that the
right of a family member to receive a renewal lease upon the
death or vacancy of the tenant of record did not "impair or di-
minish" any right or remedy granted to a landlord by the RSL or
any other law."6 It further noted that DHCR's broad mandate in
" Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 57, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 153. The court noted that the holding
in Sullivan was limited to a refusal by the court to imply succession rights under the RSL,
based on the fact that succession rights were implied under the RCL. Id. at 57-58, 537
N.Y.S.2d at 153. The Sullivan court in refusing to grant succession rights under the RSL
relied on the fact that the RSL and the RSC lacked the RCL definition of tenant and that
the RSL was intended to be a "less onerous" form of rent regulation as compared to the
RCL. Id. at 57-59, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 153-54. Therefore, the Appellate Division concluded
that Sullivan did not hold that succession rights were inconsistent with the purpose of the
RSL, nor that the RSC could not be amended to provide for succession rights. Id. at 57,
537 N.Y.S.2d at 153. See supra note 12 and accompanying text. See also NCL Realty v.
Sunga, N.Y.L.J., May 31, 1988, at 21, col. 3 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 2d Dep't May 25, 1988).
The court in NCL Realty stated that if the succession provisions of the 1987 RSC had been
before the Court of Appeals in Sullivan, the court would have granted the tenant's sister a
renewal lease. Id. at 23, col. 5. But see Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d at 243, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 208-09.
The Ewell court interpreted the Sullivan decision as holding that succession rights were
inconsistent with the Legislature's intent in enacting the RSL; therefore, the court held it
was improper for DHCR to promulgate succession provisions in the RSC, on the ground
that succession rights were out of harmony with the RSL. Id. at 243, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 208-
09.
" Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 60-61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155.
" Id. at 60, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155. The court stated that the limitation on the RSC ap-
plied only to a right or remedy that a law or regulation had granted to landlords or te-
nants. Id. at 61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155. The court noted that landlords had never been
granted a right to evict a tenant's family members from a rent stabilized apartment
through a statute or regulation, and stated that "rights are not conferred by the absence of
a regulation." Id. at 60, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155. But see Ewell, 138 Misc. 2d at 244, 527
N.Y.S.2d at 209. The Ewell court stated that the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC did
impair and diminish the existing rights of landlords "by requiring them to offer renewal
leases to persons other than tenants of record where previously they were under no obliga-
tion to do so." Id. at 244, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 209. Thus, the Ewell court held that the 1987
RSC, which purported to create succession rights in members of a tenant's family, was
invalid. Id. at 248, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 212.
41 Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155. The Festa court noted that the
limitation upon the RSC was intended to assure that any amendments to the RSC would
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adopting a RSC to "protect tenants and the public interest" would
inevitably alter the legal relationship between landlords and
tenants.
4 6
Finally, the Festa court addressed the contention of the Appel-
late Term in East Four-Forty Associates v. Ewell,47 that DHCR's pro-
mulgation of succession rights in the RSC was unconstitutional on
the ground it breached the separation of powers doctrine of the
New York State Constitution.48 The First Department applied the
four prong test enumerated by the New York Court of Appeals in
Boreali v. Axelrod to determine whether an administrative agency
has violated the separation of powers doctrine. 49  After applying
the Boreali test,"0 the Festa court concluded that DHCR had not
not be inconsistent with the RSL or any other law, and held the succession provisions in
the 1987 RSC did not violate this prohibition. Id. at 61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155.
" Id. at 61, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155 (citing RSL, supra note 1, at § 26-511 (c)(1)). See Note,
supra note 8, at 240-44. The author noted the radical change that has taken place in the
relationship between landlords and tenants, and that traditional conceptions of the land-
lord-tenant relationship are no longer viable. Id. See generally Donahue, Change In The
American Law Of Landlord And Tenant, 37 MoD. L. REV. 242 (1974) (discusses historical
changes in legal relationship between landlords and tenants).
" 138 Misc. 2d 235, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988). The issue
before the Ewell court was whether the son of the tenant of record was entitled to a re-
newal lease under the RSL after the tenant of record had died. Id. at 237-38, 527 N.Y.S.2d
at 205.
Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 61-63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155-57.
71 N.Y.2d 1, 517 N.E.2d 1350, 523 N.Y.S.2d 464 (1987). The court in Boreali invali-
dated a broad regulation promulgated by the Public Health Council, on the ground that
the Public Health Council's regulation "transgressed the line that separates administrative
rule making from legislating." Id. at 16, 517 N.E.2d at 1357, 523 N.Y.S.2d at 472. The
Court of Appeals in Boreali set forth a four prong test to determine when an administrative
agency has violated the separation of powers doctrine: (1) Are the regulations "laden with
exceptions based solely on economic and social" considerations?, (2) Do the regulations
merely fill in the details of broad legislation or do they create a comprehensive set of rules
without the benefit of legislative guidance?, (3) Has the agency regulated in an area in
which "the Legislature had repeatedly tried and failed to reach agreement in the face of
substantial public debate?," and (4) Did the agency lack the expertise necessary for the
development of such regulations? Id. at 12-14, 517 N.E.2d at 1355-56, 523 N.Y.S.2d at
469-71.
60 Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 62-64, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155-57. The Appellate Division in
applying the Boreali test noted that the succession provisions of the RSC apply only to
family members of the tenant of record. Id. at 62, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 156. The Festa court
stated that this was consistent with the RCL's prohibition against the eviction of a deceased
tenant's family members, which has long been judicially approved. Id. at 62, 537 N.Y.S.2d
at 156. The court concluded the succession provisions of the 1987 RSC were not "laden
with exceptions based only upon economic and social" considerations and thus did not fail
the first prong of the Boreali test. Id. at 62, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 156 (quoting Boreali, 71
N.Y.2d at 12, 517 N.E.2d at 1355, 523 N.Y.S.2d at 469). Next, the court noted the succes-
sion provisions were limited to rectifying a particular problem - the eviction of a tenant's
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intruded into the exclusive domain of the Legislature by amend-
ing the RSC to provide succession rights for the family members
of tenants in rent stabilized apartments.5"
Based upon the aforementioned findings and conclusions, the
Appellate Division, First Department, held that the succession
provisions in the 1987 RSC were valid.52
family members, and although the issue was not addressed by the Legislature or City Coun-
cil the succession provisions were completely consistent with the purpose of the RSL. Id. at
63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 156. Therefore, the court held DHCR did not violate the second
Boreali factor in promulgating the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC. Id. at 63, 537
N.Y.S.2d at 156. The Festa court then stated that DHCR did not act in an area where the
Legislature had repeatedly tried and failed to reach an agreement. Id. at 63, 537 N.Y.S.2d
at 156. The court noted that by the time the Legislature first considered the issue of suc-
cession rights, DHCR had already submitted the proposed amendments in accordance with
the RSC's amending procedure. Id. at 63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 156. Concerning the final
Boreali factor, the Festa court stated that in as much as DHCR was the most capable body
to determine the necessity for providing succession rights in rent stabilized apartments the
fourth Boreali factor was satisfied. Id. at 63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 157. But cf Ewell, 138 Misc.
2d 235, 527 N.Y.S.2d 204. The Ewell court concluded that DHCR's promulgation of the
succession provisions in the 1987 RSC violated the separation of powers doctrine in the
New York State Constitution, and thus were unconstitutional. Id. at 244-45, 527 N.Y.S.2d
at 209-10; N.Y. CONST. art. II, § 1. The Ewell court in applying the Boreali factors found
that the succession provisions were based solely on social considerations, since they only
applied to a tenant's family members defined by a blood relationship. 138 Misc. 2d at 246,
527 N.Y.S.2d at 210. The Ewell court also found that DHCR had created a "comprehen-
sive set of rules without the benefit of legislative guidance," and that the succession provi-
sions conflicted with the Legislature's intent in enacting the RSL. Id. at 246, 527 N.Y.S.2d
at 210-11 (quoting Boreali, 71 N.Y.2d at 13, 517 N.E.2d at 1356, 523 N.Y.S.2d at 470).
The Ewell court stated that "DHCR in promulgating the succession provisions acted in an
area that the Legislature has already considered in the face of substantial public debate,"
and that DHCR did not possess any special expertise rendering it more competent than the
Legislature to promulgate the succession provisions. Id. at 246, 527 N.Y.S.2d at 211. The
Ewell court reached a conclusion contrary to the Appellate Division in Festa in applying the
Boreali factors, and held that DHCR had intruded into the exclusive domain of the Legisla-
ture in promulgating the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC. Id. at 244-46, 527
N.Y.S.2d at 209-11.
" Festa, 145 App. Div. 2d at 60-63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155-57.
62 Id. at 60-63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 155-57. The Festa court held that Joel Leshen was enti-
tled to a renewal lease for the rent stabilized apartment under the succession provisions of
the 1987 RSC, since he was the tenant's brother (i.e. within the 1987 RSC's definition of
"family member") and he primarily resided in the rent stabilized apartment from the in-
ception of the tenancy. Id. at 63, 537 N.Y.S.2d at 157.
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III. THE EFFECTS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF THE SUCCESSION
PROVISIONS IN THE 1987 RSC
Due to the housing shortage in New York City,53 a rent stabi-
lized apartment is a precious commodity. 5 The succession provi-
sions in the 1987 RSC make these apartments more valuable; this
additional benefit flows directly to the tenant and his family mem-
bers.55 Under these provisions, the tenant effectively has the
power to choose the successor to his lease, thereby significantly
increasing the tenant's ownership interest in his apartment. 6
Despite the benefits received by the tenants in rent stabilized
apartments, tenant groups are not satisfied with the succession
provisions in the 1987 RSC."7 The tenant groups' main conten-
tion is that the class of persons afforded succession rights under
the 1987 RSC is too narrow because it is limited to family mem-
bers defined solely by blood relationships.5 8 Tenant groups argue
for the expansion of the class of persons afforded succession rights
to include such relationships as: roommates who have lived to-
gether for years out of economic necessity, gay and lesbian lovers,
and non-married heterosexual lovers.59 The issue of extending
"' See supra note 3 and accompanying text.
' See Note, supra note 8, at 216. The author noted that tenants who occupy rent stabi-
lized apartments are protected from paying the market rent for the apartment. Id. See also
Kaufman, Big Apartment, Small Rent? Lucky You, N.Y. Times, Jan. 30, 1986, at C12, col. I
(examples of low cost of rent stabilized apartments in New York City).
"' See Note, supra note 8, at 243. The author noted the succession provisions of the RSC
increase the value of the rent stabilized apartment to the tenant in possession. Id. Another
author stated that the succession provisions of the RSC permit the tenants in occupancy to
pass, "like batons" the economic benefits of a rent stabilized apartment to their relatives.
Oser, Passing On Apartments To Relatives, N.Y. Times, Apr. 13, 1986, § 8 (Real Estate), at 6,
col. 1.
" See Note, supra note 8, at 242-43. The author stated that succession rights, in rent
stabilized apartments, vest in the tenant one of the more significant elements of property
ownership, the right to decide who will occupy the apartment. Id.
" See Barron, Tax Break Measure Gains in Albany, N.Y. Times, May 25, 1988, at B5, col.
2 (author noted tenants' dissatisfaction with class of persons protected by succession provi-
sions in 1987 RSC); Foderaro, Court Rules Against Succession Rights in Apartments, N.Y.
Times, Feb. 21, 1988, § 1, at 35, col. 4 (same).
11 See Foderaro, supra note 57, at 35, col. 4. The author stated that tenant groups feel
the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC are deficient because they only grant succession
rights to traditional family members. Id. A letter to the editor showed that tenant groups
believe that succession rights ought to be extended to "unrelated persons who have been
genuinely sharing apartments." Evicting Family Members or Roommates is No Gain for Housing,
N.Y. Times, May 8, 1986, at A26, col. 4, col. 5.
", See Verhovek, supra note 1, at Bi, col. 5, B6, col. 6 (tenant groups push for succession
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succession rights beyond persons included in the 1987 RSC's defi-
nition of family members has been addressed by the lower courts
in New York, but no uniform rule has been established.6" It is
submitted that the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC should
be expanded to encompass persons outside the 1987 RSC's defini-
tion of family members who have a "continuing relationship of
love and care, and an assumption of responsibility" for each
other."1 It is suggested that DHCR, through its administrative au-
thority, take a sui generis approach 2 in determining whether to
grant succession rights to an individual falling outside the 1987
rights to be extended to "long time roommates"); Barron, supra note 57 (tenants favor bill
allowing family members, lovers, and roommates to stay in rent stabilized apartments when
tenant dies or vacates); Foderaro, supra note 57 (tenant groups desire broad succession
rights to include roommates who have lived together for years and gay and lesbian lovers).
See also iCan Live-in Lover Take Over Apartment After Tenant Dies?, N.Y. APART. L. INSIDER,
Dec. 1987, at 4, col. 1 (discussing rights of persons outside 1987 RSC's definition of family
members who seek succession rights).
" See Avon Realty Assocs. v. Roman, N.Y.L.J., Aug. 3, 1988, at 19, col. 2 (Sup. Ct. App.
T. 2d Dep't 1988) (held common law wife in possession entitled to renewal lease under
1987 RSC); Jane St. Co. v. Yalis, N.Y.L.J., Jan. 13, 1988, at 13, col. 3 (N.Y.C. Civ. Ct. N.Y.
County 1988) (held equal protection clauses of New York and United States Constitutions
require renewal lease be offered to "gay life partner" under 1987 RSC), modified, N.Y.L.J.,
May 24, 1988, at 21, col. 2 (Sup. Ct. App. T. 1st Dep't 1988); cf. Braschi v. Stahl Assocs.
Co., N.Y.L.J., July 10, 1989, at 22, col. 5 (Ct. App. July 6, 1989) (held "gay life partner"
within RCL's definition of "family" and stated under proper circumstances could be enti-
tled to succeed to lease in rent controlled apartment). But see Yorkshire Towers Co. v.
Harpster, 141 Misc. 2d 516, 516, 538 N.Y.S.2d 703, 703 (Sup. Ct. App. '. 1988) (held
surviving "gay life partner" not entitled to renewal lease under 1987 RSC); Collins v. Next
West Management, Inc., 137 Misc. 2d 632, 637, 520 N.Y.S.2d 982, 986 (Sup. Ct. N.Y.
County 1987) ("gay life partner" not included in 1987 RSC's definition of family member).
1 See In Re Adult Anonymous 11, 88 App. Div. 2d 30, 452 N.Y.S.2d 198 (1st Dep't
1982). The court stated:
The "nuclear family" arrangement is no longer only the model of family life in
America. The realities of present day urban life allow many different types of non-
traditional families .... ITIhe best description of family is a continuing relationship
of love and care, and an assumption of responsibility for some other person.
Id. at 35, 452 N.Y.S.2d at 201.
The New York Court of Appeals, in discussing the definition of "family" under the
RCL, stated that "[i]n the context of eviction, a more realistic, and certainly equally valid,
view of a family includes two adult lifetime partners whose relationship is long-term and
characterized by an emotional and financial commitment and interdependence." Braschi,
supra note 60, at 23, col. 3. See also Park Assocs. v. Mesard and Lagett, N.Y.L.J., Oct. 22,
1986, at 14, col. 3 (N.Y.C. Civ. Ct. Kings County 1986). The court found that a surviving
partner of a cohabitating heterosexual couple constituted an immediate family member
under DHCR's Emergency Operational Bulletin No. 85-1. Id.; Note, supra note 8, at 235-
36 (author cites cases for extending family member definition in RSC).
2 See RSC, supra note 5, at § 2522.7. This section empowers DHCR to consider the
equities on a case-by-case basis where a family member of a tenant files an application for a
renewal lease. Id.
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RSC's definition of family member upon the death or departure
of the tenant of record.
While it is conceded that the succession provisions in the 1987
RSC benefit the tenants who presently occupy rent stabilized
apartments, it creates a predicament for persons who are seeking
to lease a rent stabilized apartment in New York City.6" The suc-
cession provisions operate to provide tenants in occupancy with a
long term lease to pass on to future generations,64 but in so doing
the 1987 RSC has effectively taken apartments off the market and
precluded new apartment seekers from obtaining those rent stabi-
lized apartments.65 It is submitted that this problematic conse-
quence is an unavoidable evil since the paramount concern of the
RSC lies in protecting tenants and their family members who
presently occupy rent stabilized apartments.
Conversely, landlords contend the class of persons afforded suc-
cession rights under the 1987 RSC is too broad.66 Most landlords
are willing to afford succession rights only to widows and children
primarily residing in the rent stabilized apartment with the tenant
of record.67 Landlords maintain that the broad succession provi-
sions will benefit only the affluent68 and reduce the number of
"3 See infra note 64 and accompanying text.
" See Note, supra note 8, at 243 (RSC makes it possible for tenant to keep rent stabilized
apartment within close family circle in perpetuity); Oser, supra note 55, at 6, col. I (actual
effect of RSC will be to give tenant privilege of passing on rent stabilized apartment within
his family in perpetuity).
" See Peterson, supra note 1, at 1, col. 2. New York State Senator John B. Daly, Chair-
man of the Senate's Housing Committee, stated that broad succession rights would have
the effect of "freezing out people who don't have relatives or friends in those apartments."
Id.: McGarrahan, New York Apartments Should Not Be Inheritable, N.Y. Times, Apr. 26, 1986,
at A27, col. 2. The author argued that succession rights decrease the number of available
apartments, and thereby hinder prospective tenants opportunities for leasing a rent stabi-
lized apartment. Id.; Wilkerson, State Proposes a Revised Code on Rent in the City, N.Y. Times,
Mar. 7, 1986, at Al, col. i. Landlord group charged that succession provision in RSC
would "skew the [housing] market by leaving fewer vacancies." Id. at B3, col. 3.
See infra note 67 and accompanying text.
e' See Lease Renewal, N.Y. Times, Feb. 19, 1989, § 10 (Real Estate) at 18, col. 2 (landlord
group supports succession rights for widows and orphans); Barron, Landlords Rally to Pro-
test Rent Laws, N.Y. Times, May 18, 1988, at B2, col. i, col. 2 (landlords assemble to limit
succession rights to widows and orphans). But cf Evicting Family Members or Roommates is No
Gain for Housing, supra note 58, at A26, col. 5 ("equity demands protection [succession
rights[ for all family members and unrelated persons who have been genuinely sharing
apartments").
" See Peterson, supra note 1, at 1, col. 2. The author noted that rent regulation "indis-
criminately benefits the rich along with the poor." Id.; Wald, Rent Laws Benefit Affluent,
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available rent stabilized apartments, thus making it more difficult
for a low income family to lease a rent stabilized apartment.69 The
landlords argue further that the broad succession provisions will
decrease the profitability of operating rent stabilized apartments"0
and thereby diminish the already low level of rental housing con-
struction in New York City." It is submitted that the landlords'
Owners Say, N.Y. Times, May 12, 1985, § 8 (Real Estate), at 7, col. 1. The author, citing a
study sponsored by New York City landlords' associations, noted the RSL does little to
benefit poor households, since the lower income tenants are forced to pay a large portion
of their income on rent. Id. But cf DePalma, A Healthier Tone in the Rental Market, N.Y.
Times, Sept. 4, 1988, § 10 (Real Estate), at 1, col. 2. The author noted that the rent laws
benefit tenants inequitably. Id. at 8, col. 1. However, the author quoted Phillip Weitzman,
director of the nonprofit Housing Policy Research Project, who helped prepare the 1987
Housing and Vacancy Report. Id. Mr. Weitzman stated the most important message of the
report is: "If you're not in your own apartment and you're poor, its going to be very
difficult to find something [an apartment] in the city [New York City]." Id.
09 See McGarrhan, supra note 64, at A27, col. 6. The author stated that those without
friends, acquaintances, or relatives with an apartment will be out on the street. Id.: Wilker-
son, supra note 64, at A l, col. 1. The author noted that the holder of a lease could auto-
matically transfer it to family members. Id. But cf Hinds, The Elusive Rent-Regulated Apart-
ments, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1986, § 8 (Real Estate), at 1, col. 2. The author stated that
landlords stockpile vacant rent stabilized apartments, thereby decreasing their availability,
in order to sell them at market price in a cooperative or condominium conversion, which is
substantially greater than the insider price a tenant of record would receive. Id. at 16, col.
5. Accord Newfield, Getting the Warehousing Ban Off the Shelf, N.Y. Daily News, Feb. 20,
1989, at 12, col. 1. The author noted that up to 50,000 apartments are warehoused by
landlords thus keeping them off the market, and suggested legislation should be enacted to
prohibit such conduct by landlords. Id.
70 See Kennedy, Families' Apartment-Lease Rights Upheld, N.Y. Times, Jan. 22, 1989, § 1,
Part 1, at 24, col. 3. The author noted landlords' complaint that succession provisions will
decrease profitability by unfairly restricting rent increases from the normal turnover of
apartments. Id. at 24, col. 5. Foderaro, supra note 57, at 35, col. 2. Landlords oppose
succession rights because it prevents landlords from receiving the rent increase on a new
lease. Id. See also Hinds, Uncertainties Soften Occupied-Apartment Market, N.Y. Times, Nov.
23, 1986, § 8 (Real Estate), at 7, col. 1. The author discussed the market for "[Icooperative
or condominium apartments in converted buildings that are occupied by rent-regulated
tenants .. " Id. The incentive for this market was the low price for the apartment, and
the option after the tenant died or vacated to occupy the apartment or to sell the apart-
ment at market price. Id. The author noted the decline of this market due to the possibility
of succession rights being granted in rent stabilized apartments, which could effectively
prevent the owner from ever obtaining possession of the apartment. Id.
71 See Starr, Rent Controls Made Even Worse, N.Y. Times, Mar. 24, 1986, at A18, col. 1.
The author argued that housing production will suffer as a result of providing succession
rights in rent stabilized apartments. Id. at A18, col. 3. But cf DePalma, supra note 66, at 1,
col. 2. The author noted that the 1987 Housing and Vacancy Report posted an increase
for New York City's housing stock for the second triennial report in a row. Id. at 8, col. 3.
The author also noted that New York City's housing losses, defined as the units lost to
abandonment and dilapidation, had decreased by 41 percent, and that many abandoned
units have been rehabilitated and returned to New York City's housing stock. Id. at 8, col.
2.
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arguments against the succession provisions are without merit and
that the actual effect the succession provisions in the 1987 RSC
will have upon the profitability of operating rent stabilized apart-
ments7' and the future construction of rental housing in New
York City will be minimal.
CONCLUSION
The RSL was enacted to remedy the severe housing shortage
that existed in New York City, and the RSC was adopted to effec-
tuate that purpose." The New York Court of Appeals' decision in
Sullivan v. Brevard Associates placed hundreds of thousands of per-
sons who resided in rent stabilized apartments in jeopardy of be-
ing evicted if the tenant of record either died or vacated the
apartment.7' In response, DHCR promulgated the succession pro-
visions in the 1987 RSC to protect from possible eviction the fam-
ily members of the tenants who primarily resided in the rent stabi-
lized apartment. 75 The succession provisions in the 1987 RSC
have the effect of securing the occupancy of family members in
rent stabilized apartments who occupy them as their primary resi-
dence but who are not signatories to the lease. The danger of in-
dividuals unjustly benefiting under the succession provisions in the
1987 RSC will be avoided by adhering to the specific require-
ments for the granting of succession rights where the tenant of
record either dies or vacates the apartment. The succession provi-
sions in the 1987 RSC are a necessary and proper protection for
tenants and their family members who reside in rent stabilized
apartments and were validly promulgated by DHCR. The right to
succeed is now established in rent stabilized apartments.
James A. Prestiano
See Evicting Family Members or Roommates is No Gain for Housing, supra note 58, at A26,
col. 6. Tenant groups argue that the increased value a vacant rent stabilized apartment has
to a landlord will only give landlords a greater profit, while adding nothing to help remedy
New York City's housing shortage. Id.
" See supra notes 1-9 and accompanying text.
" See supra notes 10-14 and accompanying text.
11 See supra notes 15-27 and accompanying text.
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